Sept 29, 2011
Town of Stark Committee on Energy Planning and Information
403 West Main Street
La Farge, WI 54639
John Callaway
American Transmission Company
2 Fen Oak Court
Madison, Wisconsin 53718
Ref: Docket #137ce160
Dear John Callaway.
Thank you for your letter of June 19th with responses to citizen questions. We posted the letter on
the Town’s website for residents to access shortly afterwards. On an attached page are some follow-up
questions stemming from three of the answers.
Enclosed with this letter you will find 122 information request cards for low voltage and energy
efficiency studies that citizens signed returned to us during discussion workshops. Shortly after we received
the cards, Vernon County began working on a formal information request to you with similar objectives. We
ask that the cards be recorded as evidence of citizen support for the information requests that Vernon
County has made. Please note that some of the citizens asked to be added to your notification mailing list.
On June 24 th during a discussion on Wisconsin Public Television, Madison, Sara Justus, in response to
a question that Rob Danielson asked about citizens being able review the low voltage and energy efficiency
options during the Public Information Meetings phase said, “It’s absolutely critical and we are very actively
encouraging people to get involved. In reference to various alternatives, it's important to note that part of
the Public Service Commission's independent review of the need includes a review of non-transmission
alternatives, so that absolutely is part of the scope of their review.” Our committee would like to know if
local governments can make recommendations about the design of the non-transmission study.
Following-up again the Committee’s question posed in Brad Steinmetz’s letter of February 25, 2011,
we are still waiting for illustrative documentation of Lee’s statement that imported and exported power are
a large part of Wisconsin’s current energy needs and activity. We asked for a list of the interstate lines in
Wisconsin showing annual volume flow across them from 2000 to the present in order to study the evolution
of regional reliability, RPS and the economic factors pertinent to present high voltage proposals that Lee
alluded to.
We appreciate your attention to our questions as we continue to educate ourselves about the
Badger-Coulee proposal.
Sincerely,
Joan Kent, Co-Chair
Samantha Laskowski Co-Chair
Rob Danielson, Secretary
Bob Goonin
Brian Jacobs
Leah Jaynes
Peggy Pasker
Christel Stueckrad
Byron Walker

cc:

Brad Steinmetz, Chair Town of Stark; Wisconsin Public Service Commission

Town Committee follow-up questions in regard to ATC responses of June 19, 2011
Question (4) with ATC reply:
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Recommendation 4B
To be comprehensive and useful, future cost-benefit studies must include
several, low voltage solutions such as:
(A) Low Voltage upgrades meeting state reliability needs based on .7% growth and. .5% peak
growth and assuming that CapX2020 would supply all the needed ~3.7% portion of the State
RPS at a few, selected, western-located substations.
(B) Low Voltage upgrades meeting state reliability needs and all the ~3.7% portion of the State
RPS assuming that the CapX2020 line would somehow NOT be able to supply all or part of
needed portion or was not built.

Low Voltage solutions should be included with all future cost-benefit studies including those
based on MVP allocations.

Question 4C
Assuming an average 380 million in benefit over 50 years divided among approximately
3,100,000 future residential Wisconsin Electric Customers (2010 customers X.20%), we estimate a benefit
per customer of around .20 per month. Please let us know if this simple means of cost allocation is
accurate or if you suggest another means—perhaps including the commercial and industrial customers as
well.
Question 4D
Is ATC planning to include and compare low voltage solutions in its next cost-benefit
study of the Badger-Coulee proposal?

Question (9) with ATC reply:

Question 9A
We see that the Dubuque-Spring Green–Madison line is pictured along with BadgerCoulee line in maps of the latest MISO-MVP candidates in addition to Pleasant Prairie-Zion.
https://www.midwestiso.org/_layouts/MISO/ECM/Redirect.aspx?ID=116746. We recently read of two
more MVP lines between Madison and Central Illinois and North Beloit and Northern Illinois that
ATC/Duke plan to propose. As all are proposed as MVP qualifiers, we assume that many of reliability,
economic and environmental benefits of the five high voltage projects would overlap. Will ATC be
updating its cost-benefit study for the Badger-Coulee line clearly distinguishing the benefits that are
exclusive to each of the lines?

Question (22) with ATC reply:

Observation 22A We would like to encourage ATC to make all studies such as this one easily
accessible for electric customers, citizens and local governments . This could be done by to
creating a prominent link on the Badger-Coulee Project main page directing citizens to “Studies
Relevant to the Badger Coulee Proposal.” The link could lead to complete list of the studies
you have conducted with common terminology descriptions would facilitate interest in this very
important information.
Question 22B
Regarding page 10 of the RIB study, please tell us how the following figures
were determined:
Line 5
Wind to build inside Wisconsin
Line 8
Capitol Cost Saved and time period
Line 12
Amount of Wind Energy Generated outside of WI (MW-Hr) & time period
Question 22C
Please provide us the data used to compute the benefits for the 6 futures that
produced the chart on page 11.
Question 22D
Please describe some of the lines, locations and costs that would be involved
with the low voltage option on page 11 of the study.
Question 22E
Please elaborate why the low voltage solution is not preferred by ATC as the
benefits appear to be quite comparable.
Question 22F
What are the estimated building costs for all of the transmission proposals on
page 11? What percentage of the investment for each of the lines on page 11 is being applied
towards meeting and maintaining the Wisconsin 2015 RPS requirements? If other predicted
state or federal RPS requirements are used, what are they?

Question 22G
The RIB study only compares transmission-to-transmission options for
addressing the Wisconsin RPS. Will ATC be conducting a study to compare investments of similar
monetary scale over time towards developing a mix of renewable energy production resources
in-state? The economic and job creation advantages of all in-State solution seem to merit
including this option.

